
NAVI index = 
Service station direct expenses – Gross profits excluding auto fuel (Kerosene gross profit + Value-added services and products’ gross profit)

Auto fuel (Gasoline + Light oil) sales volume

Corporate NAVI index = 
Corporate overhead costs – Gross operating profit excluding service station business

Auto fuel (Gasoline + Light oil) sales volume at directly operated stations

Notes: The NAVI index numerically measures the competitive strength of service stations.
 A smaller NAVI index means a competitively stronger service station.

Notes: The corporate NAVI index numerically measures contribution or burden by revenue and expenditure, excluding service station business, on a service station auto fuel margin basis.    
 A smaller corporate NAVI index means a competitively stronger corporate organization.

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS

Marketing Strategy

Of all the restructuring that Cosmo

Oil has undertaken since the dereg-

ulation of Japan’s oil industry, the

Company has spent the most ener-

gy on restructuring its marketing

operations. Moreover, the Company

has devoted great attention to

reforming its service station distribu-

tion operations, thoroughly cutting

costs, and developing new markets.

The drop in persistently high

crude oil prices in December 2000

enhanced Cosmo Oil’s profitability

to a certain extent during the latter

half of fiscal 2001, but a severe win-

nowing out in the oil industry due

to intensified competition is still

considered inevitable. To ensure

that it can succeed in that competi-

tion, the Company is emphasizing

two strategies. First, Cosmo Oil is

liquidating unprofitable service sta-

tions and increasing the NAVI index

level that service stations must attain

through additional rationalization

measures. Second, the Company is

leveraging the power of its brand

name to the maximum possible

extent as it implements new strate-

gies for augmenting the added

value of service stations. 

Cosmo Oil is the only company in

the Japanese oil industry that man-

ages its own credit card system. At

the end of fiscal 2001, the Company

had issued an aggregate total of

approximately 2.4 million Cosmo The

Card credit cards, of which roughly

1.6 million are still active. Cosmo

Oil’s card services are an extremely

effective means of strengthening

the loyalty of its best customers,

and they thus represent an impor-

tant asset of the Company. 

Begun in summer 2000, the

Cosmo Mileage system allows

cardholders to accumulate points

when they purchase nonfuel prod-

ucts at service stations and then

use the points to obtain discounts

on fuel charges. In July 2000, the

system was renamed Cosmo

Gasoline Mileage and its scope was

broadened to allow the award of

mileage points for goods sold via

the Company’s web site. By offering

this type of new service, the Com-

pany has increased the convenience

of its cards and promoted a rise in

new card issuance as well as in the

profitability of its service stations.

Proactively Entering 
the Car-Care Market

In response to the increasingly

diverse needs of motorists, Cosmo

Oil has increased the number of

its self-service stations to 23 while

expanding its nationwide network of

B-cle Car Care Convenience stores,

which have broadened the scope

of their services to include vehicle

maintenance services and the per-

formance of mandatory vehicle

inspections. The existing B-cle ser-

vice stations have enjoyed strong

support from customers throughout

Japan and recorded excellent prof-

itability and fuel sales volumes. In

light of this, the Company plans to

Marketing
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Transaction Methods and

Proactive Service Station

Management Methods

One reason that Cosmo Oil and

affiliates’ service stations can focus

all their energies on augmenting

their added value is the Company’s

April 2000 move to predetermine,

or formulize the calculation of, sell-

ing prices at service stations as well

as increase the diversity of service

stations’ payment schemes. This

move, which was the first such in

the industry, eliminated traditional

Japanese transactional practices

that had become outmoded and

replaced those practices with new

systems that clearly indicate the

performance goals of each service

station operator and, thereby, pro-

mote progress in management

reforms. The more diverse payment

further expand its B-cle network

during fiscal 2002 through the

establishment of an additional

20 core B-cle facilities and 100

satellite B-cle facilities.

Cosmo Oil’s “supervisors” are

management consultants that spe-

cialize in support programs for

improving the management of affili-

ated service station operators and

their service stations. These staff

members have proved highly useful,

and the Company will increase their

number to approximately 100 dur-

ing fiscal 2002. 

To promote two-way communi-

cation between Cosmo Oil and ser-

vice stations, the Company began

using the Internet-based Cosmo

On-Line service in fall 2000. The

service has proved an invaluable

means of implementing such

knowledge-management programs

as those aimed at disseminating

information about successful new

marketing methods throughout

the Group.

In addition, the Cosmo Oil web

site is being expanded to include

various features for Cosmo The

Card credit card holders, such

as The Card.com and B-cle.com.

These appealing features are

expected to reinforce the efforts

of service stations to issue cards

and boost profitability.

schemes are facilitating the

Company’s efforts to shrink the out-

standing period of its accounts

receivable, thereby strengthening its

financial position. 

Cosmo Oil’s head office, branches,

and Company-owned and affiliated

service stations are simultaneously

working to better address customer

needs, and their roles and capabilities

are clearly differentiated to maximize

the efficiency of their collaboration.

In this way, Cosmo Oil is striving to

effectively marshal all of its resources

to increase the Group’s overall value

and maximize profitability. The

Company’s strategy places strong

emphasis on building a solid market-

ing base that will facilitate the attain-

ment of its goal—being the industry’s

top company with regard to customer

satisfaction and profitability.

Best Car Life Entertainment (B-cle) Car Care Convenience facilities offer a broad range of
products and services.
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